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paper product partner. That’s why we prioritize 
the basics. We don’t complicate things with extra 
steps or unnecessary technology. By bringing 
together smart, sustainable products and superior 
service, Solaris Paper AFH delivers essential 
products using extraordinary solutions.

Welcome to Solaris Paper®. We’re proud to 
produce paper towel and tissue products that 

advanced dispensing systems that are as stylish 

We know that no matter who you serve or how 
many facilities you stock, you need a reliable 
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Safety
Whhenen iit t cocomemes to reducing the spread of germs, we all know handwashing is essential. 

1 Choosing Solaris Paper hand towels and no-touch LoCor 

*Sources:

Single-use hand towels 
disperse the fewest microbes 
of all hand drying methods, 
while jet air dryers disperse 
the greatest amount.1

In locations where health and safety are 
most essential—like hospitals and clinics—
doctors recommend using single-use paper 
towels instead of air dryers.3

By using friction to dislodge 
viruses and bacteria, paper 
towels leave hands cleaner 
than air dryers.3

The World Health 
Organization’s global 
guidelines on hand 
washing recommend 
single-use paper towels 
over other hand drying 
methods.4

Petri dishes exposed to 
30 seconds under an 
air dryer had up to 254 
times more bacterial 
colonies than dishes not 
directly exposed.5

Even if an air dryer contains a HEPA 

hands and bathroom surfaces to be 
dispersed and recirculated, pushing 
the highest concentrations a distance 
of 2 to 4 feet.2
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Sustainability
Solaris Paper is committed to sustainability. At every step of the
supply chain—from the content of our paper to the design of our
dispensers—our products and processes can help you minimize 
lifecycle impact.

*

Through work with leading NGOs and at the United 
Nations Climate Summit, our strategic supply partner, 

natural forest clearance throughout its supply chain.***

Zero Deforestation

responsibly managed and 
sustainable plantations, 
like a traditional crop, for 
quick replenishment and 
improved supply stability.

Sourcing

eucalyptus and acacia trees, 
which can be harvested every six 
to eight years—less than half as 
long as traditional-growth trees.

Our recognition through the 
Programme for Endorsement 

from sustainably managed forests. 
The PEFC’s Chain of Custody 

comprehensive and rigorous 
methods available for tracking 

production. ****

PEFC

Paper meets USGBC LEED®

standards requirements, 
helping facilities reach their 
sustainability goals.

LEED® Compliance
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LoCor® paper products and dispensers are designed to meet all your needs in one sleek, 
smart package. The dispensers’ modern design adds polish to any facility’s aesthetics. 

sustainability, all the wawayy arounnd.

•  Smaller core tissue allows for 
100% more product on each roll.2

•  High-capacity design reduces  
the time and labor required for 
change-outs. 

•  
LEED credits.3

•  Meets ADA guidelines when 
properly installed.

•  Touch-free dispensing reduces 
cross-contamination.

•  Patented electronics provide 
unmatched performance.

•  Electronic and manual dispensing.

•  Extended battery life.

•  Quick, smooth paper delivery.

•  Sleek, contemporary dispenser 
design.

•  Quality construction for superior 
durability.

•  Bobrick, Bradley and residential-
style dispensers can be converted 
to accommodate LoCor® products.
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MADE IN  THE USA1

1 LoCor®



Stainless White Black

Stainless White Black

LoCor®4 
Bath Tissue Dispenser

Bath Tissue & Dispensers 

LoCor®

Side-By-Side
Bath Tissue Dispenser

Top-Down 
Bath Tissue Dispenser
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White BlackStainless

LoCor® Bath Tissue LoCor® Bath TissueLoCor® Bath Tissue



BlackStainless

BlackStainless

LoCor®

Jumbo
Bath Tissue Dispenser

LoCor® Jumbo Bath Tissue
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Spindle Adapters

Jumbo Twin
Bath Tissue Dispenser

* MADE IN  THE USA

* LoCor®

Easily replace standard tissue
rolls with LoCor® 26821 high-
capacity bath tissue using 
spindle adapters. Bath tissue
adapters for Bobrick, ASI and d
Bradley standard bath tissueue 
dispensers are available.

LoCor® Jumbo Bath Tissue 
works with both Jumbo Bath
Tissue dispensers to provide
1200 feet of continuous paper,
right down to the core.



WhiteStainless

Hand Towels & Dispensers

LoCor®

Mechanical Hands-Free Roll 
Towel Dispenser 

Stainless White

Stainless White

Electronic Hard Wound Roll 
Towel Dispenser 
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Recessed Electronic 
Hard Wound Roll
Towel Dispenser 

Stainless

Recessed Mechanical 
Hands-Free 
Towel Dispenser

Stainless

LoCor® Hard Wound Roll Towel

LoCor® hard wound 

dispenser and are availablle 

Black

Black

al

Stainless

Blackk



More on the core.
To simplify your life, we started with the core. The smaller core on our LoCor®

tissue products doubles the capacity of each roll, as compared to standard tissue
rolls. Our innovative adapters also let you use LoCor® bath tissue with most
commercial Bobrick, ASI and Bradley dispensers, as well as with residential-type

®

High Capacity
LoCor® dispensers and paper 
products use an innovative, 
reduced core to maximize product 
and reduce packaging and 
product waste.

High Style
The sleek, durable design of 
LoCor® dispensers enhances the 

High Efficiency

durable construction and a high-
capacity design prevent costly 
repairs and time-consuming 
change-outs.
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LoCor® Tissue

LoCor® Towels
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Facial Tissue

Now you can experience premium retail quality with an at-home feel. Our Livi® Ultra Premium line has
plush sheet thickness so that even the most discerning customer won’t believe they are commercial 
products. Plus, they’re conveniently bundled as 6-roll and 4-box packages for easy storage and distribution.

products are made from sustainably managed forests and controlled sources.

Bath Tissue Kitchen Roll Towel

Livi
®

 Ultra Premium



Kitchen Roll TowelsHard Wound Roll Towels

Facial TissueMultifold Towels 

Bath Tissue

Livi
®

 VPG Select
Like all Solaris Paper products, Livi® VPG Select uses virgin Rapidly Renewable Fiber (RRF) sourced from virgin acacia
and eucalyptus trees. The result is exceptionally soft, strong and white tissue. With a contemporary packaging design
and premium performance, Livi® VPG Select is exactly what you need—and everything your customers deserve.
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Center Pull Towels 

Livi
®

 VPG Select



Livi
®

 VPG
®

Bath Tissue Jumbo Bath Tissue

Livi® VPG Products

Center Pull Towels Multifold Towels
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It’s easy to say Solaris Paper is changing the industry. It’s a statement we fully 
believe. But our innovative process also proves it—at every step, every day.

Better Paper

exceed customer 
expectations.

Better Products

®

Better for Business

trusted resource.
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